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About This Game

This game is strange, vast, complex, familiar, and when added up, unlike any other RPG you've ever played before.
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Title: Wooden Ocean
Genre: Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Leif Ian Anderson
Publisher:
Self
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Greater

Processor: Intel Core 2 1.06Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space
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wooden ocean liner models. wooden ocean wall art. omega planet ocean wooden box. wooden ocean art. wooden ocean animals.
wooden ocean grove. ocean wave wooden sign

This Game SEEMED TO HAVE a great storyline, which I was thoroughly enjoying... However, one major glitch caused my
game to block me from progressing in the Mansion which the developer was so kind in helping me with by sending me a new
file to help me progress, but I lost all my own collectible stuff with that file. Once progressed, and getting to another part of the
game, (Graveyard and Regrets), the FPS dropped to 5 and the game was so choppy it became unplayable. I really enjoyed this
game, and hope to finish it at some point in the future. Maybe if the video options were added to adjust for Medium or Low
graphics, instead of just Ultra High and High? Or give players the options of turning off particles in the options, especially since
your requirements listed on Steam to be able to play the game are so low... My build is way higher than your minimum
requirement, and this game IS the ONLY game I have issues playing... Hopefully there will be a future update to this game that
will fix the issues I had... Unless you have a monster beast of computer to play games on with a monster beast GPU as well,
buyer beware .... Chicken Assassin: Reloaded is a 2D cartoony clicker game. It appears deceptive because the developers tried
to make it look like brawling, but really you're just clicking one button all day.

A lot of effort went into making it look like the game isn't a clicker, but it is. There's a huge amount of window-dressing for a
non-game here. $5 price is way too much for a very shallow game that can be played with only one finger.. If you are interested
about hackers , this is the film for you.
Yeah , i recommend it! Have a good day.. ENG (wersja polska ni\u017cej)

This game is a clear case of a brain plug and like every other plug, it should be used to block something: in this particular
situation: your brain. Let me explain: one should play a game like this whenever there is too much to think late at night or after
work, finding item after item is monotonous and repetitive like digging with a shovel and that\u2019s exactly how I like my
hidden object games. And hey! It\u2019s Edgar Allan Poe \u2013 it goes great with the whiskey.

It might be surprising that \u2013 while the game is only about 300 megs of data \u2013 the art is more than solid. The
gameplay is exactly what you should expect from a game like that: solve a puzzle here, talk with a lost soul there, find a pickaxe,
a cucumber, 2 ribbons, 3 nails and a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665hilla elsewhere. And don\u2019t expect that the story
will progress without that \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665hilla. Yes, there is a story good enough not to skip (although such
option is provided) \u2013 or maybe, I was looking for the Poe references?

While it is a solid game, I believe the price tag is set to high. I recommend getting it 75% off and in a pack with the 3 remaining
installments of the series which, I must say, are more polished and the adventure \u2013 hidden object aspects of these games
are better balanced. Edgar Allan\u2019s Mystery is also pretty short \u2013 about 3 hours. Is there any reason to return to it
later? \u201cNevermore.\u201d

PL

Seria \u201cMidnight Mysteries\u201d sprawdza si\u0119 idealnie jako zapychacz m\u00f3zgu. Dok\u0142adnie tak:
odnajdowanie konkretnego przedmiotu, potem jeszcze jednego, nast\u0119pnego i tak zap\u0119tlone w k\u00f3\u0142ko
dzia\u0142a jak przerzucanie ziemi szpadlem \u2013 totalnie wy\u0142\u0105cza my\u015blenie, i tego w\u0142a\u015bnie
ocz\u0119kuj\u0119 od hidden object\u00f3w w kt\u00f3re gram. \u015awietne kiedy p\u00f3\u017ano w nocy ma si\u0119 za
du\u017co rzeczy o kt\u00f3rych nie ma si\u0119 ochoty my\u015ble\u0107, albo po paskudnym dniu w pracy. Poza tym to
Edgar Allan Poe co automatycznie sprawia \u017ce gra \u015bwietnie wchodzi z whisky.

Ciekawe \u017ce zajmuj\u0105c nieca\u0142e 300mb Tajemnica Edgara Allana Poe wygl\u0105da naprawd\u0119
nie\u017ale. Gra si\u0119 w to dok\u0142adnie tak jak nale\u017ca\u0142o by si\u0119 spodziewa\u0107: tu rozwalasz
jak\u0105\u015b zagadk\u0119, tam rozmawiasz z duchem, gdzie\u015b indziej odnajdujesz szpadel, og\u00f3rek, trzy spinki,
dwie kokardki i szynszyla. I nie oczekuj, \u017ce historia gry ruszy dalej bez tego szynszyla. A co do historii \u2013 jest, nawet
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na tyle dobra \u017ceby nie przeklikiwa\u0107 (jest opcja przeskakiwania scenek) wi\u0119kszo\u015bci tekstu. A mo\u017ce
tylko szuka\u0142em nawi\u0105za\u0144 do tw\u00f3rczo\u015bci Poego ?

Podsumowuj\u0105c: Pierwsza ods\u0142ona serii jest ca\u0142kiem solidna \u2013 cho\u0107 9 euro to jednak za
du\u017co. Najlepiej kupi\u0107 za -75% w paczce z pozosta\u0142ymi 3 cz\u0119\u015bciami kt\u00f3re, trzeba
powiedzie\u0107, s\u0105 lepiej dopracowane i zbalansowane. Tajemnica Edgara Allana jest te\u017c kr\u00f3tka \u2013 3
godziny i po wszystkim. Czy jest po co wraca\u0107 do gry po uko\u0144czeniu w\u0105tku fabularnego ? "Nevermore!",
zakracze Kruk.. Excellent arcade type puzzle game. Cheap. Well worth the money.. Here is my video review for Guns'n'Stories:
Bulletproof VR
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HGkp-K8wtGo

Today i'm trying out Guns N Stories: BulletProof VR, a hilarious western shooter with great stories and narration. The comedy
in the voice acting is so funny you will laugh at all the scenes.
This games support touch controllers and You can sit or stand with this one but I recommend to stand because you can hide.

There's no spoilers I cut them out. This is just a quick look into the game play of level 1 only and the hilarity of it. Hope you
enjoy it.

I recommend it for lovers of comedy and westerns and wave shooters.. Fun enough

+ Pro tip, after deinstalling, enter game folder and remove log file (~200MB :v)
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refund takes space in my library trash game. This game brought me more laughter than anything I've read in my entire life.
Game of the year.. Great 20 minute VR story.. Very fun twin-shooter game, got finished it in one sit.
Recomend this game if you want casual game.
Be sure pick it up, when got discount.. it can't make up its mind about whether it wants to be a strategy game or an RPG, and
gets unnecessarily convoluted with all the little items and RPG elements. i may have enjoyed this had it stuck to one or the
other, but the combination of the two did not work well for this title, in my opinion.. Quite an original twist on the familiar
Guilty Gear mechanics. But originality does not equal quality. See, this whole 4-players idea sound fun and stuff but when you
actually try to play Isuka some flaws get on the way of fun. The main problem is the new control system. Using the button to
turn you character left and right during fast-paced combat is not very convenient. Changing of arenas' planes during fights also
gets on the way of precision. Controls get even worse in Boost mode, where game turns into beat'em-up. But even with these
flaws it is still Guilty Gear. And it is still fun to play, alone or with friends. The music rocks, sprites are beautiful as ever and
overall variety of characters gets the work done. It's a solid fighting game but not the best in the series.. Excellent and refreshing
to see the China -vs Japanese war. Now, what have we here?
Actually, I should compare this one with a raw, unpolished diamond. It's worth a lot and pretty cool if you have it, but it could
be made into so much more!
Don't get me wrong, I'm upvoting it for a reason. Even without fulfilling its whole potential it is still quite fun to play, but read
on, if you expect a sci-fi arcade/shooter or anything action-oriented!

First of all, the graphics: This is the only game I have for Vive (or can run with my Vive via 3rd party drivers) that my system
can't handle. That's not because my computer is that bad or the game isn't optimized, it's just that the graphics are really really
good! It's actually one of those games that really make use of a 3D environment and even on low settings is nice to look at,
without getting a headache!

The gameplay, the part most people might find offputting: It's very good at what it is supposed to deliver: A lonesome, quiet
journey through a desolate region of space, your only friends being two giant metal drones and a quite useless flying orb
computer that doesn't talk much... or at all. If you expect action like in X:Rebirth, Freelancer, Elite or anything similar to those,
you are at the wrong adress. Your worst enemy here is time. It is the core element of the game and can really get your blood
pumping if you are in the middle of a solar storm, without any resources, a drone that's damaged and you need to make some
critical repairs with just three minutes of oxygen remaining.
I personally play it with rather easy settings in order to relax, enjoy a journey through space and I also love to tinker with the
drones, replacing parts, upgrading parts and exploring the galaxy.

Movement in this game is not relevant. You teleport from zone to zone and move around only in your dedicated playspace. You
need some space, as indicated on the store page, or it will be hard to do your tasks. Althought you don't go around the ship you
still have to be pretty active sometimes. Some parts can only be accessed from below, which is easier while crouching. Some
parts have to be accessed from above, thus forcing you to bent over. It looks really funny for people watching you play, as it
looks like you are working on an invisible car.

I really hope there will be further expansions regarding content since there is so much potential, so many things that could be
added! The game in its current state delivers what it promises on the store page but I think that is about 20% of what could be
there. If you like the idea of the lonesome roguelike and are a fan of repairing and tinkering, this is definetly something for you,
but if you expect a storyline, combat or something along these lines, this isn't what you are looking for. The devs are still active,
listening and are patching the game (although I did not encounter any bugs) and hopes are high among the current players, that
there will be some expansion or DLC.
I personally would set the game's price a bit lower but it is still adequate.

I would really recommend you to try it out, it is a quite remarkable experience, especially if you are not used to loneliness and
the feeling of being lost and, of course, if you like sci-fi games!. This game attempts to answer the age-long question we've all
thought, but could never answer. For centuries, countless people would look into the starry sky, and think to themself a question
that will forever change their lives without a proper answer.
What if Santa was an anime girl?

3.2.5 Hotfix:
2/22/2019
v3.2.5 Hotfix
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New Features:
Put save script back in. (WARNING: Save only in the top slot.
A one slot autosave system may be introduced in order to fix
the save crashing)

Misc:
Removed battle camera for improved stability. (if battles
still crash 1% of the time while loading up, let me know). Year 3 Update:
6/3/2018
v3.0 Year 3

New Features:
Graphic alterations for most enemies, tilesets, and animations.
Expanded game resolution. (this may cause lag on slower computers)
Blacksmith at town level 6. (the blacksmith brings 138 end game
equipment that can only be crafted by him)
5 Enemy Bases to attack. (Naval only until 2019)
Metal and Psychic elements are now in.
Carbon, Thread, Gravity, and Radiation Cores for Golem.
Card ghosts, a powerful boss encounter that can be beaten normally or
via cards, are now in each poetry of blood protecting a secret
treasure room. (each room has a unique weapon)
Removed the default attack button from the game. (it is now a skill
like everything else. Each weapon has its own variation)
Increased max enemy tech level from 60 to 70.
Loot Tables Expanded by 1 tier.
Realism shards added to loot tables.
Ghost Town Store max level increased from 8 to 12. (the higher
the level, the cheaper the realism shards)
Over 20 bosses now drop stat increasing candy.
Partially added an arena to Red Temple.
Crime and Economy now affect your bank's interest rate.

Balancing:
Lowered selling rate for all items and equipment from 50% to 25%.
Philistine skills now cost a small amount of mana.
Golem now starts off with a mana skill from each weapon.
Lowered stat boosts from elements. (too much focus was on the
stats they gave, instead of the skills they brought)
Redesigned gravity to give +25% taunt.
First town attack on normal at 27 enemy tech.
First town attack on hard at 35 enemy tech.
First town attack on nightmare at 45 enemy tech.
Increased experiance gained from poetry of blood.
Destroying pentagrams now secretly reduces enemy tech by 1.
Doubled starting enemy tech rate for all difficulties.
Every 5 population = +1 military force. (was every 10 pop)
Every town level = +3 military force. (was +1)
Every tech level = +2 military force. (was +1)
Every soldier = +5 military force. (was +2)
Every crime = -1 military force.
One unemployment will never cause crime. (so 3 unemployment,
will only give 2 crime)
Lowered offensive stats of prologue enemies by 10-20%.
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Increased difficulty for tier 2, 3, and 4 card statues.
Removed +1 reward for a 3 win streak with cards.
Enemy poison damage now does 10% health and 25% magic DoT.
Enemy toxic damage now does 10% health and 75% magic DoT.
Increased Stamina Drain and Mana Stop from 10% to 20%.
All card drops now have a 10% chance to grant a better tier.
Paralyze effectiveness cut in half.
Doubled cooldown to Paralyze and Cheapshot.
Half Life is now Third Life.
Quarter Life is now Half life.
Buffed Mace skills by 10%.
Buffed Island of Sand bosses by 30%.
Buffed Old Arena bosses by 10-20%.
Buffed Chapter 3 boss by 5%.
Lowered Red and Blue Crystal Rings from +50% to +35%.
Lowered Green Crystal Ring from +75% to +50%.
Halved cost of Red, Blue, and Green Crystal Rings.
Halved attack bonus of Demon Wings.
Halved mana and spell haste of Apocalypse Ring.
-10 spirit on Apocalypse Ring.
Improved Book of Hate healing received from -50% to -25%.
Lowered Book of Hate from +50% to +40%.
Lowered Book of Love from +25% to +20%.
Lowered Infinite Mana from +125% to +75%.
Lowered Ancient Mana from +150% to +100%.
Lowered Ancient items from +75% to +50%.
Lowered Expensive Luck from +50 to +25.
Lowered Star Badge and Pendant from +35% to +25%.
Increased Jester Ring dexterity from +10% to +15%.
Lowered Jester Ring counter from +10% to +7%.
Lowered static damage of small to large bombs by 25%.
Increased static damage of giant bombs from 1600 to 1800.
Increased static damage of king bombs from 3200 to 3600.
Increased puppet ring from +20% to +30%.
Increased gold puppet ring from +25% to +35%.
Skipping Chapter 1 now increases enemy tech by 5. (nightmare
increases it by 7)

Misc:
Improved transitions in Wooden Ocean area.
Redesigned element selection for better fps.
Less random battles at sea.
Fixed bug involving evasion.
Fixed bug involving physical and magical damage reduction.
Fixed bug involving new ghost potions.
Fixed last rock in mining area.
Fixed gameover bug on glutton boss.
Fixed Carbon Armor.
Fixed Violent Heavy Slam.

Next update is in September.

Good luck, and don't die too much.. 3.2.7 Stability:
2/26/2019
v3.2.7 Stability
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New Features:
New quest added East of Katis.

Balancing:
+1 duration to Ice walls.
+1 duration to Earth walls.
+2 duration to Metal walls.
+1 duration to Carbon walls.
Weakened Carbon walls. (first tier now 10% instead of 20%)
Carbon walls now also grant additional healing received.

Misc:
Compressed all enemy graphics for improved stability and file size.
Relocated a script for improved battle stability. (this may have been
the culprit for the random crashing)
Fixed Poetry of Blood exp bonus. (was giving less than intended). 3.3 Lost Hunters:
3/18/2019
v3.3 Lost Hunters

New Features:
Brought back original battle backgrounds. (they're
more stable than before, but still need more testing)
Added 5 more hunting contracts for Hunter's Guild.
Finished monster quest in Lampless.
Added Black Market for Lampless. (no features yet)
Small ghost bar added to Island of Sand. (will
feature a quest or two in the future)
Town economy now affects town happiness.
Store level now affects town happiness.
Zero happiness now increases crime by town's total
population.
Town happiness is now divided by total population.
+10% to all stats for a certain character after
chapter 5. (there is no notifcation for this atm)

Balancing:
Lowered starting population requirement by 90%. (this
only applies to new playthroughs)
Lowered population growth rate by 66%.
Medium pace mining penalty increased from 1 to 2.
Fast paced mining penalty increased from 2 to 5.
Slightly weakened enemy breath attacks.
Slightly lowered spirit on all fates.
Counter now grants an additional +10% evasion.
Remorse now also grants +25% damage reduction.
Increased taunting on Remorse from 200% to 300%.
Increased cooldown of Spear Fortress from 12 to 16.
Doubled Apathy's side effects.
Increased strength of Carbon walls by 1 tier.
Reduced mana cost of Chemo from 10 to 4.
Reduced mana cost of Mass Chemo from 120 to 20.

Misc:
Map is now zoomed out.
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Fixed Divine Underground savepoint.
Fixed Blueheart savepoint.. 3.1.1 Hotfix:
10/3/2018
v3.1.1 Hotfix

Misc:
Improved teleportation area.
Lowered chances of black screen upon loading in.
Fixed save in Blue Heart.
Stopped a replayable scene in chapter 3. (this also
caused a small dialogue bug in chapter 4)
Fixed text to holy armor spells.. 3.1.4 Performance:
10/30/2018
v3.1.4 Performance

Balancing:
Increased nightmare tech rate by 500.
Increased infinite nightmare tech rate by 2000.
Significantly buffed mana drain type spells.
Slighty buffed mana blast, mana missle, etc.
Doubled cost of Hope in your ghost store.
Reduced Overflow from +100% to +80%.
Buffed Lady Green by 10%.
Buffed Sand Crystal by 5%.

Misc:
Closed Yamen Mansion, Frozen Ocean, and AP Island due
to them still being made. (thanks for the feedback)
Removed 3 unused scripts for improved stability and
performance.
Fixed various bugs and minor issues.. 3.2.4 Stability:
2/21/2019
v3.2.4 Stability

New Features:
Temporarily removed saving script for stability. (game can
still be loaded and saved, it just looks ugly for now)
Implemented size stats on the rest of the enemies.
Added a small ghost bar before the first boss.

Balancing:
Lowered health of gold puppet by half.
Increased gold dropped by gold puppet by 25%.

Misc:
Compressed half of enemy battle graphics for improved
performance, stability, and file size.
Improved some dialogue in chapter 1.
Began work on Lampless hunting quest.. v2.2.1:
1/14/2018
v2.2.1 hotfix

New Features:
1 small cutscene at Red Temple. (this area is still being worked on,
so don't expect much until March)
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Balancing:
-25% enemy research requirements.

Misc:
Fixed a game breaking bug in Wooden Edge.
Fixed luck giving far too much state increase/decrease.
Fixed an enemy giving too much AP.
Fixed multiple weapons and armor.
Fixed a few pathing issues.
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